
Things I wish My Parents 
Had Told Me About Raising 

Kids!

Welcome Parents and 

Care Givers

Thank you for Coming !



Welcome and Introductions

 Please feel free to ask questions. 

 Please get up, stand, move.

 Please leave when you need to.

 Please honor the great work of all parents 
here. 

 Please know that some material is credited 
to other authors, speakers and writers. 





The Johari Window

Unconscious Incompetence

I don’t know what I don’t know. 

Conscious Incompetence

I know I don’t know.

Unconscious Competence

I have an automatic capability. 

Conscious Competence

I am highly and competently alert.



SUCCESSFUL ENVIRONMENTS

1. Know what is expected

2. Have instructions to do job correctly

3. Receive recognition for demonstrating expectations

4. Have parent who cares, & pays attention

5. Receive encouragement to contribute & improve

6. Can identify someone who they can relate to.

7. They feel like their efforts are important

8. See family around them committed to doing good job

9. Feel like they are learning new things (getting better)

10. Have opportunity to do their learning well.



Context Matters!



Proactive vs. Reactive

How old are you?



Why do we need to change?
If it ain’t broke….

I. Students come from an action vs. consumption mentality

 expect express data delivery rate – 3 second intervals

 www. = whatever I want, whenever I want, wherever I am

 personalized media gratification = expectation for personalized 
service

 my-Space, mytunes… how is your home a my-space for everyone in 
there? 

II. We know more now about learning

 Changes in what we know about how people learn

 Changes in what we know about how to help people become resilient 
and flourish



We are slow to remember as adults. 

Reminders to be positive: 

stickers, sticks, notes

Get better at reinforcement 

with everyone in the 

family

Increased awareness of 

different personalities

→ an action recognized is an 

action repeated

→ increased pro-social 

behavior

→ increased trust, decreased 

impact of future crisis 

situations



Children learn who they are by how other 

people perceive them, usually perceiving 

that something else, something better is 

desired.



Behavior –
some things to remember

 A,B,C

Antecedent, Behavior, 
Consequence/Payoff

 Get Something, Avoid 
Something, Test 
Something

 No matter what the 
age they are telling 
you something with 
their behavior

 Recognize their 
temperament – think 
about dogs and cats



Reality vs. 

Interpretation

Teenage 
werewolf 

demonstration



Reinforcement Happens.
 Whether negative or positive, the 

attention, the reinforcement will happen.

 There will be some kind of payoff, 
avoidance, attention, etc.

 When something doesn’t work, find and 
teach skills they will understand. Use their 
currency (Dr. Phil). It is not bribery. It is 
science.

 Grocery stores and infrequent 
reinforcement – a short story



Parenting is a science.

Define it.

Teach it.

Practice it.

Acknowledge it.

Correct it. 

Monitor it. 

Revise it.



Organizing Home Routines

 Build a matrix together. These are OUR 
rules and agreements.

 Getting ready for school, homework, meal 
time, helping with chores, bedtime, 
shopping, car behavior, church, friends, 
relatives….

 All expectations 

stated positively.



PBS Home Matrix

Getting up 
in the 

morning

Getting to 
school

Clean-up 
time

Time to 
relax

Homework 
time

Mealtime Getting 
ready for 

bed

H
HELP 
OUT

Make Your 
bed
Clothes in 
hamper

Have your 
back pack, 
lunch, 
notes, keys

Do your 
chores

Clean up 
after 
yourself
Play quietly

Put your 
things in 
your 
backpack 
when 
finished

Set the 
table
Put dishes 
away

Brush your 
teeth
Dirty 
clothes 
away

O
OWN YOUR 
BEHAVIOR

Get up on 
time
Get cleaned 
up and 
dressed on 
time

Be ready to 
leave on 
time

Clean up 
after 
yourself

Ask before 
you borrow
Ask to 
change 
stations

Complete 
your 
homework on 
time
Do your best!

Use kind 
words and “I 
statements”
Recognize 
mistakes and 
apologize

Get to bed 
on time!

M
MANNERS 

COUNT

Try a 
morning 
SMILE!
Thank your 
parents for 
helping.

“Thanks for 
the ride”
“Have a nice 
day”

Ask 
politely 
for help

Respect 
others 
things
Offer to 
share

Ask for help 
respectfully
“Thanks for 
the help”

Please and 
thank you
Use your 
napkin

End the day 
with nice 
words and 
thoughts

E V E R Y D A Y



Parenting is teaching.

You are master teachers.

The intensity and explicitness

of your instruction changes 

neurology.

High expectations do not equal 

rigid expectations. 

An action recognized is an 

action repeated.

You must teach habits to both 

the adults and the students.

Reflect on how you work to 

change your own habits.

Opportunities for practice

make it stick.



Think Step by Step

 Kids cannot read the environment. They don’t 
understand the big picture and they will forget.

 Be clear. Talk through beginning to end and then 
the next step…

 Use pre-correctors. 

 Use a distraction at the beginning of a behavior 
problem.



Think about what you have to do to 

remember things.

Model the thinking

Visualization practice

Pictures, Pre-cues

Retelling, Personalizing

Graphic organizers

Index Cards at the 

Table

Roleplay

Give them a script



Respect looks like 

and sounds like…

Listening

Taking turns

Offering help

Accepting help

Working together

Using a calm tone

Neat work spaces

“What do you think?”

“Could you please help me 

with this?”

“Let me hold the door for 

you.”



Behavior must be taught and 
reinforced as a routine.

1. Routines build independence by providing 
practice and predictability – stability. 

2. Routines serve as a step by step instruction –
no guessing. 

3. Routines can be applied across different 
contexts: school, home, church, friends,…

4. Clear beginning, middle sequence, ending that 
starts the next activity.



Watch out for your assumptions.
Learning means 
encoding something 
new to something we 
already know or has a 
pre-existing personal 
connection in the 
brain. 

With behavior, what 
do you know for 
certain is already in 
place? What about 
academics?



A little boy got lost at the 
YMCA and found 
himself in the women's 
locker room. 

When he was spotted, the 
room burst into shrieks, 
with ladies grabbing 
towels and running for 
cover.

The little boy watched in 
amazement and then 
asked, "What's the 
matter,  haven't you ever 
seen a little boy 
before?"



Do we talk to our kids as if they understood adult 
ideas, adult perspectives, had the sum of adult 
experiences and ….. skills? Patience, recognizing 
interruption, ability to change habits 
independently, fight or flight responseand much 
more…..





Assume

Always assume they do not know the 
behavior you expect

Always assume, even if you think it is so 
obvious it cannot possibly be missed

Always assume and re-teach, giving explicit 
details

Always assume and practice with your child, 
do a walk through with them

Always assume and have patience to match



There is a difference between 
chronically difficult people and 
people in a difficult situation. 

You always want to work on a 
higher ground.



Mommy saves Baby from Daddy
This is YOUR fault!

 What situations “set up” behavior: tired, 
change in routine, visitation, babysitter

 What situations : “set off” this behavior: 
change in routine, etc.

 How does our behavior reinforce it?

 What is the “payoff” for this behavior

 What are the non-verbals?



Use When not If

Link the action with a desired payoff.

Instead of:  “If you don’t stop whining, you will go 
to time out.” 

Try: “When you can talk with a good voice, I can 
help you.”

When you clean your room, we can go shopping. 
Here are the steps to take….



Correct

 Manage minor behaviors with pre-correctors, 
practice, review of rules first and last. 

 Tolerate “oops” behaviors. Red light, green light.

 Be clear, consistent, unified.

 Communicate from a positive standpoint.

“We keep hands and feet to ourselves. What does that look 
like? Let’s remember to… Help me understand..”

 Calm tone.

 Watch for correct performance and acknowledge 
every time.



Acknowledge

6 to 1 ratio of positives for all  

lots of verbal rewards

Desired, pre-approved rewards

the Easy Button, the Blue Plate, 
Time with you

Don’t let them go to school
or work  or home a quart low 
on positive attention. 



Punishment without Teaching

Punishment can actually intensify bad behavior.
• Encourages sneakiness, revenge behaviors
• Increases escape and avoidance tendencies.
• Creates a slippery slope.
• Create filters.
• Makes behavior harder to change.

There is no data to prove that repeated 
punishment changes behaviors – in fact the 
opposite is true. There is an abundance of 
data to prove that teaching step by step 
works.



Time Out / Refocus

Consequences have to happen. 

Holding and empathy have to happen.

Time out with a purpose – refocus.

The rules are:  _________ , ________.

My behavior was not okay because ….

What did I want? …..  Why?.......

What will I do different next time? (give choices)

What do you need to do to fix this problem?

What help do you need from me?

Are you ready to go back to what we were doing?



Show you are listening.

This statement neither agrees nor 
disagrees. It simply shows that I am 
listening. 

1) “I am glad you mentioned that point.”
2) “I appreciate you bringing this to my 

attention.”
3) “Thanks for letting me know about this.”
4) “I understand now what would have caused 

such a reaction.”
5) “That’s an interesting viewpoint.”



Calm Down, Mom and Dad

1. SO WHAT?????

2. WHO CARES????

3. IN THE GRAND 
SCHEME OF 
THINGS DOES 
THIS REALLY 
MATTER????

1.  Do I know this for 
sure?

2. How do I act when I 
think this way?

3. How would I act if I 
did not think this 
way?



 If you say it, mean it 
and be prepared to do 
it.

 If you do it, do it the 
same way every time, 
and do it every time 
the cue happens.



Just start… Pick one or two things.

 Think about your primary concerns at 
home – where and when do things break 
down….

 How can you state expectations in a 
positive way?

 Focus on one behavior at a time.

 What rewards can you design together as a 
family?



With your thoughtful approach -

You help them connect the 
dots. 

You help them feel visible, 
important.

You help them see baby 
steps that are doable.

You develop their sense of 
self starting at infancy.



When you love your child, 
you are saying…

 I will not give up on you. 
 I am absolutely committed to your learning. 
 We are setting goals for your work together.
 I am not waiting for you to mess up – I am watching for what you do 

well. 
 I am changing the environment, not trying to change who you are.
 I will remind you of the rules before you make a mistake. 
 I will help you feel visible and important. 
 I will reinforce you seeking advice from adults.
 I will tolerate “oops” behaviors from a brain that is maturing. 
 I will help you be very sure about what you are supposed to do. 
 I will help fill you up with positive messages. 
 I want to maximize success and minimize frustration.
 I will fully connect with you before I try to direct you.



Remember

 You are doing a better job than you think. 

 You have many messages within your control. Nine 
tenths of parenting is encouragement.

 Inflate the balloon that is your child’s esteem.

“Even without money, I can give my children the gifts that 
will transform their lives, gifts that will help them create a 

life infinitely richer and fuller than money ever could.”



A Swedish proverb

Love me when I 

least deserve it, 

because that’s 

when I really 

need it. 



Every piece of matter, 

even down to the 

tiniest speck of a 

molecule, is a bundle 

of potential that 

manifests itself in 

relationships. 

Every human is a 

bundle of potential 

that seeks to 

distinguish and 

associate through 

relationships.


